
The RSPB has begun a six-month research 
expedition to Henderson Island. The expedition 
will be divided into two Phases with a 
changeover during August. This is an exciting 
time for the RSPB. The first phase has just 
commenced with the team arriving safely on 
Henderson Island onboard the MV Claymore. The 
following is the first blog received from the team. 
 
On 22 May 2015, the RSPB expedition team arrived 
on Henderson Island after a smooth sail from Pitcairn 
Island. Following two strenuous days of unloading 
research equipment from the supply ship, the team 
started research work to better understand the 
ecology of this remote and rarely visited island. 
 
The team are fully stocked with food, water and all 
the supplies they need for their time on Henderson. 
Over the next three months, they will collect data on 
vegetation, landbirds, rats, and seabirds, before 
being relieved by another team at the end of August. 
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Working together to give nature a home 

RSPB returns to Henderson Island 
One of the key goals of the 2015 expedition is to get 
a better understanding of the density and movement 
ranges of rats on the island. The team have already 
cut several trails and deployed 250 live rat traps on 
the island, and started catching rats and marking 
them with numbered ear tags. Frequent recapture of 
tagged rats will provide useful information on 
movement ranges and survival rates of the rats. 
 
The team also started monitoring of the four endemic 
landbird species on Henderson to assess whether 
populations have changed in the four years since the 
failed rat eradication attempt. All four species are 
present in seemingly healthy numbers, and the skies 
above Henderson Island are full of wailing petrel 
species getting ready to breed. 
 
Lorna, the team's botanist, has started collecting 
some of the island's plants and has erected a time 
lapse camera to monitor the island's flowering and 
fruiting patterns over time. 
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Henderson is a unique place and the opportunity to 
go to one of the remotest islands on earth is 
fascinating! 

Henderson Island poses a exceptional and 
increasingly rare opportunity to study nature 
uninterrupted.   

I cannot wait to get to such a unique, rare, beautiful 
location and explore!  

Steffen Oppel is a conservation scientist with the 
RSPB and will be the team leader for Phase 1. 

 

Steffen’s research for the RSPB centres on developing 
knowledge about the ecology and behaviour of bird 
species in a wide variety of ecosystems around the 
world, with the main goal to achieve effective 
conservation of threatened species and their habitats. 

 

Steffen will lead the scientific work programme, design 
the rodent trapping layout, schedule and oversee the 
captive feeding trials for Henderson Crakes. Steffen will 
also deploy GPS loggers onto Murphy’s Petrels. 

Meet the Phase 1 Team 

Jennifer Lavers is a marine biologist with expertise in 
ecotoxicology.   

 

As a self-professed "island addict", Jenn has conducted 
research on more than 35 remote, uninhabited islands 
from the Canadian Arctic to New Zealand.  Jenn was 
previously employed by the Institute for Marine & 
Antarctic Studies in Tasmania, her research focused on 
using seabird ecology as an indicator of ocean health, 
with particular emphasis on the impacts of plastic 
pollution and benefits of removing invasive species. 

 

While on Henderson, Jenn will study rodent ecology, 
animal husbandry, and GPS tracking of Henderson's 
seabirds. 

 

 

Alice Forrest is a keen conservationist with a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Biodiversity and Conservation. 

 

Before heading to Henderson, Alice enjoyed working on 
a variety of conservation projects, from blue whale 
surveys in the Indian Ocean to seabird population 
studies on deserted Western Australian islands. Lately, 
Alice has been involved in campaigning for marine 
sanctuaries. Her time on Henderson Island will give her 
some very welcome time working back in the field.  

 

Alice will assist Jenn Lavers with her work on the 
endemic bird species of Henderson Island. 
 



Although botanists have been to the island before 
the potential for new discoveries is still high!  

Henderson Island is a biological gem in the pacific 
ocean. This expedition will be a very exciting and 
challenging experience.    

Lorna MacKinnon is the team botanist. She is the 
first botanist to spend an extended period of time on 
Henderson Island since 1991/92. 
 
Lorna has previously worked for the Centre for 
Middle Eastern Plants writing for the Flora of the 
Arabian Peninsula and Socotra, but has carried out 
fieldwork from the jungles of Cameroon to the islands 
of California. Her work has involved everything from 
seed collection to researching industrial cranes! 
 
Lorna will study the islands plant phenology 
(seasonal changes), take specimens for curation and 
establish fixed point cameras to study changes over 
time. 
 
Angus Donaldson recently completed his honours 
thesis focusing on the macroecology of the red-tailed 
tropicbird at Ashmore Reef off the coast of north-
western Australia.  
 
His thesis looked into the potential use of the 
tropicbird as an indicator species to identify areas of 
high ecological value for the seabird community. 
Other work includes surveys on small endangered 
Australian marsupials such as the numbat in central 
Australia.    
 
Angus will assist all aspects of the research 
programme including the rodent ecology studies and 
botanical surveys.   
 
 
 
 
Sue O’Keefe and Pawl Warren have once again 
joined the team on Henderson Island to assist in all 
aspects of daily life on the island. 
 
Sue and Pawl are native Pitcairners. They bring the 
experience of working on Henderson during the 2009 
pre-eradication research trip, the 2011 operation, the 
2012 rapid response trip and the 2013 research trip. 
 
Sue will act as the cook for the team and making 
sure that the camp runs smoothly while the research 
team are out in the field. Pawl will assist in 
maintenance, cutting of paths and keeping 
equipment up and running.  
 
The RSPB is delighted to welcome Sue and Pawl 
onto our team once again.  



The RSPB is the UK’s largest nature conser-
vation charity, inspiring everyone to give na-
ture a home. 

The RSPB is a member of BirdLife International, 
a partnership of conservation organisations 
working to give nature a home around the world. 

The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) is a registered charity: England & Wales no. 207076, Scotland no. SC037654 

Keeping in touch 
Henderson Island News 

The next edition of the Henderson Island News will 
coincide with the Phase 1 team arriving back in their 
home countries (expected early September). We hope 
to include an update from the Phase 1 team leader 
and an update from Phase 2 team as they embark on 
their research expedition to this wonderful and 
beautiful island in the South Pacific.  

 

Blog from Henderson 

The team have been equipped with a satellite phone 
to allow regular contact with RSPB HQ. Depending on 
signal strength, we hope to use this satphone for 
occasional blogs direct from Henderson Island. 

If you would like to keep up-to-date on progress and to 
learn more about the RSPB’s work to save threatened 
species, please subscribe to our Saving Species blog 
at the following link: 

• http://www.rspb.org.uk/community/ourwork/b/bio
diversity/default.aspx# 

Contact 
If you would like further information about the Henderson Island Restoration Programme, please contact John 
Kelly, RSPB Globally Threatened Species Programme Manager:  

 

E-mail: john.kelly@rspb.org.uk  
Tel: + 44 (0) 1767 69 3666 

 
Postal Address: RSPB, The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire, SG19 2DL, United Kingdom  
Website: www.rspb.org.uk/hendersonisland 

The RSPB’s work to restore Henderson Island would 
not be possible without the support of the Government 
of the Pitcairn Islands and the Pitcairn community. 

 

The RSPB acknowledges the contributions made by 
our funders and donors. We are grateful to the Darwin 
Initiative and to the David and Lucile Packard 
Foundation for their contributions and continued 
support. We are also particularly grateful to the private 
individuals around the world that have supported this 
project through donations and fundraising efforts.  

 

This expedition has also been supported by the New 
Zealand BirdLife International partner, Forest and Bird 
(http://www.forestandbird.org.nz/), and Claymore 
Expeditions (http://claymoreexpeditions.com/). 
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